
Hi my name is Kira
Hopefully you will be familiar with the grids by now, having used some of the previous series. This one is the 4

th

series of the “ Orion Star Grids “ ( in Stars ). These are Enhancement Grids from the Elohim ( the Lords of
Light ), specifically to help you with your personal and planetary transformations. Again, use as guided,
but they are especially effective when placed upon the ’ Hara ’ (place just below the navel, and slightly to
your right ). Each set is attuned to your personal vibration. https://frequencyandlighthealing.com.

I. RESOLUTION GRID
If you have outstanding issues which are having a negative impact upon you, this is the grid to use, as it
collects and reprograms the data from these unresolved issues in the most beneficial way for you.

II. ARIS GRID
This grid fine tunes our energy bodies. It also works in conjunction with the Celeron Grid (from the 3

rd
 series of

“ Orion Star Grids “ ), to build new healthy structures.

III. BIOMETRIC GRID
The Biometric Grid changes the perameters for Growth, feeding information back to the ‘ OverSoul ’ which
enables the new perameters to be set into our Blueprint.

IV. CLARITY GRID
Clearing the way for the New, this grid helps to bring in positive changes for our Highest Good. It also gives us
illumination, lighting our path to show us the way.

V. PURPOSE GRID
Helping us to discover our Soul Purpose, our Dharma, this grid supports us in following our Soul Plan. It also
works to remove stagnant energy and worn out belief systems, those that are holding us back from achieving
our true potential and self-fulfillment.

VI. TRANSPORTATION GRID
This grid transports us to the Star Realms for the purposes of renewal. It is useful to use this grid prior to sleep.
It can be used in conjunction with the Transformation Grid from the 2

nd
 series ( the Resonance Grids).

VII. SOLAR GRID
The Solar Grid tends to bind Matter and Energy in the creation of new forms. It radiates Solar Light from the
Galactic Centre through our energy systems, feeding and nourishing them with the pure Light of Orion.

VIII. PATTERNING GRID
The Patterning Grid is another grid which changes our basic Blueprint, with the addition that it works to restore
the Blueprint we all had prior to our ‘ fall from grace.’ It erases those negative modifications to our blueprint,
caused during successive incarnation experiences.

IX. ESCALATOR GRID
The main function of this grid is to take us into Higher levels of Awareness. Using this expanded awareness in
the embodying of our Divinity, it helps us to bring back vital information from our Dreamtime, making our
dreams more lucid to facilitate this process.

X. INTEGRATION GRID
The purpose of this grid is ’ Unity ’ , as it promotes the unification of all systems within, to fully functioning,
co-operating units.

XI. DESIGN GRID
This grid implements new designs from ‘ Prime Creator ‘ or ‘ Source ’ level, establishing a strong connection
with our Source in the process. It makes All the necessary alterations to our templates .

XII. SUPERSTAR GRID
The Star energy of this grid is doubled by this configuration. It also helps us with the creation of the ultimate
Light body - the 24 point ‘ MerkaRa.’
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XIII. SPIRAL GRID
In order to enhance our Growth exponentially, it creates deep changes within our chakras from the Earth Star,
to the Stellar Gateway levels, ensuring only the most positive and beneficial outcome from these changes.

XIV. BRIDGING GRID
This grid spans ’ Space and Time ’, creating a bridge between worlds and the dimensions. It helps us to form a
link with the Higher Realms, that will enable us to bring through Advanced Star Technologies that are
designed to help us individually and collectively.

XV. ASCENSION GRID
It’s purpose is to Ascend everyone of us to a new , improved way of Being. It connects us with the
Ascended Realms and Masters, making it easier for us to receive their help and guidance.

XVI. LUNAR GRID
The Lunar Grid helps us to accept, own, and integrate our ‘ dark side.’ Aligning us with the Lunar Cycles, it
connects us with the Divine Feminine, bringing us her spiritual gifts.

XVII. SHAPESHIFTER GRID
This grid teaches us that our true reality is without form, and thus Being Pure Energy, can assume the form of
choice.

XVIII. SINGULARITY GRID
This grid helps us to bring in what is termed “ The Singularity.” This state of Being when reached, will allow us
to consciously interface with our computer systems ( without the need for Broadband !!).

XIX. ASCENSION PLUS GRID
Enabling us to connect with and bring through 9

th
 Dimensional energies, this grid expedites our Evolutionary

Growth, commanding All the Universal Forces to unite in propelling us forwards to make ’ The Shift.’

XX. EVOLUTION GRID
The name of this grid is self-explanatory. It is best used as a compliment to the other grids in this series, the
Amplification Grids ( 3

rd
 series ), or the Ovid Grids ( 5

th
 series ) as it tends to boost their power.

XXI. S.U GRID
The purpose of this grid is to establish connections between All Star Systems and All Universes ( Multi-verses)
All links are fortified and strengthened through this grid. When using this grid, each individual is taking his or
her rightful place in the Star Federation.
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